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Problem statement

Two-fold:

1. Do fish species display common trends in
growth?

2. Are these trends indicative of a common
response to broad scale environmental drivers?
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Background

I Fish growth rates fluctuate in response to environmental
conditions (e.g. food abundance and SST);

I Fish growth rates are influenced by competition and by
size-selective effects of fishing;

I Modelling temporal growth patterns across multiple fish
species can help to disentangle the various drivers of change;

I And to detect synchronous responses to broad scale
ecosystem change.
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Data

The ICES stock assessment data for the Celtic Sea:

I 9 time series (8 fish species)
I pelagic (herring, mackerel, blue-whiting)
I demersal (cod, haddock, plaice, sole, whiting)

I 1957-2016

I biological variables: weight, age, fishing mortality, total
stock size, and recruitment

I external variables: SST, Salinity, AMO, NAO
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Study area

Celtic Sea
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Methods

Two-step approach:

1. Generalized Additive Mixed Modeling (GAMM)
Using weight for each species as response variable and age
modelled as a spline, year-of-birth and year-of-capture as
random effects (RE). REs and variance-covariance matrices
are extracted for each year;

2. Dynamic Factor Analysis (DFA)
Fitted to RE, using variance-covariance as observation error;
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GAMM

log(yi ) = f1(xi ) + f2(zi ) + f3(vi ) + εi

where εi ∼ N(0, σ2)

mgcv::gam

gam(log(weight) ~ s(age, bs="tp", k=7) +

+ s(fybir, bs="re") +

+ s(fycap, bs="re")

I bs - a type of basis-penalty smoother

I k - the basis dimension for the smooth

I tp - optimal low rank approximation to thin plate spline

I re - simple random effects
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DFA I

Process and observation component:

x t = Btx t−1 + ut + w t

where w t ∼ MVN(0,Qt)

y t = Z tx t + at + v t

where v t ∼ MVN(0,Rt)

Observations y are modelled as a linear combination of hidden
trends x and factor loadings Z plus some offsets a. The
observation variance-covariance matrix R is calculated. The
process variance-covariance matrix Q is constrained to be diagonal
and equal.
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DFA II

Incorporating covariates:

x t = Btx t−1 + ut + C tc t + w t

where w t ∼ MVN(0,Qt)

y t = Z tx t + at + Dtd t + v t

where v t ∼ MVN(0,Rt)

Where ct is a vector of covariates (e.g. SST) which affects the
states and dt is a vector of covariates which affects the
observations. Matrices C and D contain the effects of the
covariates on the states and observations, respectively.

I process-error only model

I observation-error only model

I both
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Model specification

I Model Type:
I Model with no covariates;
I Model with covariates:

I Observation error R: diagonal and unequal;

I Process error Q: diagonal and unequal or identity;

I Number of trends: 2, 3, 4
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Model performance: AIC

Models with no covariates:

random effect 2 trends 3 trends 4 trends

year-of-capture -917.53 -903.62 -702.90

Models with covariates (SST):

Observation-error

random effect 2 trends 3 trends 4 trends

year-of-capture -908.14 -894.14 -758.01
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Fitted values with 95% CI

No-covariates model Observation-error with SST

Adding covariates (SST) seem to improve model fit.
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Rotated factor loading and 2 common trends

No covariates model Observation-error with SST
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Conclusions

We have looked into underlying trends across multiple fish species
and changes in growth that are linked to SST:

I 2 common trends in fish growth were identified;

I Both trends are negatively correlated with SST at time lag 0
(-0.65, -0.36);

I Both trends picking up a decline in growth;

I Species load differently onto the trends: herring and blue
whiting positive load (declining), plaice negative load
(increasing);

Next steps:
Incorporate biological covariates (fishing mortality, recruitment,
total stock size) for a selected model.
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